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Introduction
´ The Money Plant Token(MPT) is built on the ERC-20 & TRC-20 blockchain.
´

ERC20 Contract : 0x2cC1bE643e0882fB096f7f96d2b6Ca079ad5270c

´

TRC20 Contract : TUQzT5nU5R6C2AMk8CVk4XZaNsY4hE7xTy

´ The Money Plant Token(MPT)is one of the largest decentralized applications
(dapps) on the ERC-20 & TRC-20 blockchain.
´ Lock & Unlock System, 2% Money Plant Token(MPT) will be unlocked for
trade every month.
´ We will list Money Plant Token(MPT) in minimum 10 exchanges every month.

Advantages
´

Money Plant Token(MPT) funds will be used for Agriculture, Education technology, Industrial
Development & Infrastructure.

´

Money Plant Token (MPT) will come up in market place for shopping, buying grocery and much more .

´

An intelligent agriculture infrastructure that leverages private development with modern techniques .
R&D is the key to addressing these grand challenges and increasing our competitive position globally.

´

Assess populations’ s needs for financial literacy and develop internationally comparable evidence,

´

Infrastructure is the general term for the basic physical systems of a business, region, or nation—for
instance, transportation systems, communication networks, sewage, water, and electric systems are all
examples of infrastructure. These systems tend to be capital intensive and high-cost investments and are
vital to a country's functioning, economic development, and prosperity.

Price &Profit
´ Money Plant Token(MPT) launch price is 0.00432 USD.
´ In the field of Agriculture, Education Technology, Industrial Development &
Infrastructure ,12% yearly growth is our target.
´ Lead a comfortable life, we take care of your finances. We offer financial
wings to let your dreams soar higher. Your financial future strategized today.
We embrace your dreams of financial growth

Team
´ Akshay: Skilled in Project Management, Sales, Analysis, Market Research, and
Management. Measurable Marketing/Partnership/Business Development experiences.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/akshay-jain-7582b5136/

´ Naman: Advising on international & investor relations in IT.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/naman-jain-7003761b5/
´ Risabh: Entrepreneur, Developer, Blockchain, Agriculture, Education technology.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rishabh-jain-b396451b5
´ Harsh: He believes that Ethereum will revolutionize the world of money and the way that
people conduct commerce. He is extremely purpose driven and think about how he can
make the world a better place. Currently, He is building software utilizing Ethereum and
other crypto currencies to bring liquidity and speculation to alternative markets.
https://www.linkedin.com/mwlite/in/harsh-gupta-554b801b3

Community
´ https://github.com/MoneyPlantTokaen
´ https://discord.gg/nZQaYQ2
´ https://t.me/joinchat/RwhyGRckEbN2AUszVHM2lA
´ https://www.linkedin.com/in/moneyplanttoken
´ https://facebook.com/mpt.token.9
´ https://twitter.com/MPTOKEN
´ https://medium.com/@mpteth
´ https://moneyplanttokenmpt.slack.com/
´ https://www.reddit.com/user/moneyplanttoken

